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Element Design allows for wideband
operation
Beam Scanning Ability




Backend used to achieve beam steering is
very complex
Heavy
The backend adds significant weight
Costly
















Replace Backend With Simpler
Mechanism
Get rid of all splitters, phase shifters, and amps
Use Series Fed Array:
Array fed at one point (side)
Magnitude at each element controlled by varied
mismatch at element terminals
Beam Steering will be accomplished by a
controllable propagation constant between
elements
A motor can bring two fixed sheets closer to






air, so low eff
Field mostly in
dielectric, so high eff















Needed Transmission Line Agility 
Assume each transmission line is the same 
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As the parallel plates close (left)
  (right top)
For given



















9Array as a Circuit Network
Equal Power Distribution
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Feed ( )
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General Impedance Distribution  Elements
So:
knowing:






















































Transmission Line Attributes 
• 
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*All labels in mm








































































































Practical Transmission Line Design
Circuit printed on two 60mil thick RT6002 boards
o RO3010 becomes ripply when unsupported




























































Independent control of each scanning axis
Hard with current transmission line
Transmission Line Design
Independent control of
Wave Velocity
Impedance
